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GET YOUR SHOT AT A BRUISER MIDWEST BUCK FROM RINEHART TARGETS®  
 

The Signature/Competition Series Grows Bigger with the Innovative, Lifelike and Durable New 
Midwest Buck 3D Target 

 

Janesville, WI — Rinehart Targets® is well known as the leader in 3D archery targets for the competitive shooter and the hunter 
looking to hone his/her skills. This season, they dug deep into the Heartland to bring a true icon to its Signature Competition Series of 
targets – the new Midwest Buck. 
 
“We wanted to bring an iconic deer to our Signature/Competition Series of lifelike sculpted deer targets,” said James McGovern, 
President of Rinehart Targets. “When you ask a true deer hunter what whitetails make their palms sweaty and keep them up at night, 
the answer is often a Midwest Buck. The section of the country going from Wisconsin, down through Illinois, Iowa and Missouri is so 
well known for bucks that hunters can’t wait to draw a tag, or plan out a hunt to this region. Midwest Bucks are known for thick racks, 
tall tines and heavy bodies. We brought that to our Signature Competition Series Midwest Buck.” 
 
Like all Rinehart Targets, the Midwest Buck is crafted with incredible lifelike sculptured features that will have you doing a double take 
to make sure it didn’t move. The target measures 58-inches tall and 45-inches long and is sculpted to simulate a 155-pound buck. As 
you would expect from Rinehart, the Midwest Buck incorporates Rinehart’s locking antler feature, with the option to easily swap out 
and use your own. The vitals area features Rinehart’s patented locking insert for easy replacement of the animal’s core should you 
ever be able to wear one out (replacement inserts sold separately).  Scoring rings, real-life sculpted features and airbrushed fine 
details help ensure that your practice time will have you ready to face a real mature whitetail when the time comes. 
  
Rinehart Targets are known throughout the archery industry for being the most reliable and durable targets available today due in no 
small part to their high quality construction standards. All Rinehart Signature Series targets incorporate the company’s signature, self-
healing foam construction, which means they can withstand countless shots from the fastest arrows. Its self-healing foam also makes 
for easy arrow removal. The target is also resistant to UV rays and will stand strong through even the harshest weather. Get the 
Midwest Buck Signature Series Target from Rinehart today and start getting ready for your chance at a buck of a lifetime. 
 
About Rinehart Targets 
Since 1999 Rinehart Targets has been manufacturing the Best Archery Targets in the World. Today, the company continues to 
expand on its wide range of archery targets offered including: 3D Targets, Cube Targets, Crossbow Targets, Bag Targets, Range 
Targets along with its newly added line of archery decoys.  For more information about Rinehart Targets, visit: rinehart3d.com. 
 
Connect with Rinehart Targets on social media: 
 

   
 

Editor’s Note: For downloadable hi-res images and press releases, visit our online Press Room. 
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